Let $? be the set of sequences of integers (pi, r2, . ..) such that ri 2 0 and ri = 0 for almost all i. If R = (rI, r2, . ..), let dim R = c 2ri(p' -1) and l(R) = c ri. Let V, be the graded free abelian group generated by R E W such that l(R) = s. Let K(V,) be the Eilenberg MacLane spectrum such that z(K(V,)) = VS. Let aR E H*(K(V,); Z) be the generator corresponding to R E 9. In [1] and [2] Milnor decked for each R E W an element BR E A, (including the case p = 2). Let c : A, + A, be the canonical antiautomorphism.
Our main result is the following: 7 The results of this paper were obtained while the authors were supported by an NSF grant and by the U.S. Army Research Oflke (Durham) . 149
We prove 1.1 in $3.
Let X=liIJX,. Since K(V,) is 2$p -1) -1 connected, Hq(X) = Hg(X,) for q < 2(s + l)(p -1). Also rri(K(Vs)) = 0 for i odd and hence ni(Xs) = t5s:Sni(K(V))* _ These facts together with (1.1) give the following: COROLLARY 1.2. As un A,, module, H*(X) x A&Q,)* n(X) is isomorphic to thefree abelian group generated by 9. The following is an easy corollary of (1.3). 
(~'"-~~)Q,c(~*~) -I-aQo where a E A,.
Proof. Applying c to (2.5) gives Qoc(g') = c(BR)Qo + C c(P'"-"')Qj* Taking R = Aj, this yields: Qj = Q~c(~*') -c(~*')Qo.
Combining these two formulas gives (2.6).
Recall V, is the graded abelian group generated by R E W such that I(R) = s. Let In this section, if u is a cohomology class with integer coefficients, zi will denote its reduction mod p.
We will need the following easily proved lemma. LEMMA 3.1. 
If FL E : B is afibration of spectra, i : H*(F) + H*(E) is the transgression, u E H*(F), u E H*(B; Z) and T(v) = fi, then there is a w E H*(E; Z) such that TC

Note H*(K( VS)) x A,/A,Q, 8 V, = MS. We identify H*(K( V,)) and M,.
We construct by induction on s = 0, 1,2, . . . a sequence of spectra X,, elements
1,~ H"(XS) and ki E H*(X,;Z),
for R E 9 and 1(R) > s, and homomorphisms r,+i * *Ms+, --f H*(X,) satisfying the following conditions: 
l(R-U)=s
Let Y,+ 1 be defined by (3.3).
Hence (3.6) is satisfied. We now prove (3.7). The second equality follows from (2.6). Kernel i* contains only even dimensional elements and ki has odd dimension. Therefore (3.7) holds. From the above diagram one sees that to verify (3.4) and (3. This completes the inductive step.
